
Pro tips to master pronunciationPro tips to master pronunciationPro tips to master pronunciation
   Pronunciation is listening too...Pronunciation is listening too...Pronunciation is listening too...   

Tip 1

Spend time listening to fast speechSpend time listening to fast speech, the more you do this,, the more you do this,
the more you will pick up features of pronunciation in fastthe more you will pick up features of pronunciation in fast
speech without knowing this. You might not realise thatspeech without knowing this. You might not realise that
you are improving, but with you are improving, but with each day you do this, you willeach day you do this, you will
understand a little moreunderstand a little more, the features of connected speech, the features of connected speech
will become easier to understand, which is part of learningwill become easier to understand, which is part of learning
pronunciation!pronunciation!  

Listen to a variety of speakersListen to a variety of speakers to help with this or if to help with this or if
you work with a specific group,you work with a specific group,    you could focus onyou could focus on
that.that.    If you have colleagues in the UK, maybe youIf you have colleagues in the UK, maybe you
could find a British TV programme? Or a podcast oncould find a British TV programme? Or a podcast on
BBC Sounds?BBC Sounds?    The Listening Project is great ] - it’sThe Listening Project is great ] - it’s
short conversations between strangers about life inshort conversations between strangers about life in
the UK in the 2020s. The older ones are only 4 minutesthe UK in the 2020s. The older ones are only 4 minutes
long, so this is easy to fit in a busy day.long, so this is easy to fit in a busy day.  

The best way to work on your listening for pronunciation is to The best way to work on your listening for pronunciation is to findfind
a topic that you are interested ina topic that you are interested in, this will keep you motivated, this will keep you motivated
and also will make this more likely to commit to . and also will make this more likely to commit to . Be realisticBe realistic too, too,
have you really got an hour everyday? Would 15 minutes a fewhave you really got an hour everyday? Would 15 minutes a few
times a week on the journey to work be more realistic? times a week on the journey to work be more realistic? Or even 5Or even 5
minutes? Consistency is keyminutes? Consistency is key..  

Listen regularlyListen regularly  

 
  My name is Lucy and I have been working asMy name is Lucy and I have been working as
a pronunciation teacher for years, so I havea pronunciation teacher for years, so I have
some tried and tested advicesome tried and tested advice that has that has
benefited many of my students. These tipsbenefited many of my students. These tips
will help take your pronunciation to the nextwill help take your pronunciation to the next
level.level.



While you are listening to yourself While you are listening to yourself give yourself one of thegive yourself one of the
following tasksfollowing tasks, don't try to listen for everything as this will be too, don't try to listen for everything as this will be too
difficult, but you could set yourself the following tasksdifficult, but you could set yourself the following tasks  

How clearlyHow clearly are you speaking? are you speaking?
  
How fastHow fast are you speaking - are you speaking much faster or are you speaking - are you speaking much faster or
slower than other people? Does the pace which you are speakingslower than other people? Does the pace which you are speaking
at change a lot?at change a lot?  

Are there Are there too many pausestoo many pauses or not enough? or not enough?    

IIf you have recently studied a sound, you could f you have recently studied a sound, you could just listen for thejust listen for the
examples of that soundexamples of that sound. For example - listen to how you. For example - listen to how you
pronounce ‘TH’pronounce ‘TH’  

Listen to your Listen to your pronunciation of a simple common wordpronunciation of a simple common word, for, for
example 'a' and 'the'.example 'a' and 'the'.

Listen for stress in sentencesListen for stress in sentences, do you pronounce all of the words, do you pronounce all of the words
with equal stress?with equal stress?  

  It can be difficult to listen to your own voice, but this is a reallyIt can be difficult to listen to your own voice, but this is a really
helpful tool. I got an A* in my Spanish exam and have beenhelpful tool. I got an A* in my Spanish exam and have been
complimented on my pronunciation (although not for a while - Icomplimented on my pronunciation (although not for a while - I
need to study again!)need to study again!)

This tip I learnt when I was studying Spanish!This tip I learnt when I was studying Spanish!    
Record yourself regularlyRecord yourself regularly, choose a simple topic that you can, choose a simple topic that you can
talk about freely and talk about freely and listen to your pronunciationlisten to your pronunciation..  

If you are taking exams, such as Cambridge or IELTS, could youIf you are taking exams, such as Cambridge or IELTS, could you
find an example question and record your answer to that?find an example question and record your answer to that?    

Record yourselfRecord yourself  Tip 2



Tip 4Tip 4 Repeat!Repeat!  

If you really can’t listen to your own voice, don’t worry, I haveIf you really can’t listen to your own voice, don’t worry, I have
another idea for you. Find a TED talk or a TV programme that youanother idea for you. Find a TED talk or a TV programme that you
like.like.    Listen to a phrase,Listen to a phrase,    pause,pause,    then repeatthen repeat, do this until you feel, do this until you feel
confident that you are pronouncing the phrase like the speakerconfident that you are pronouncing the phrase like the speaker
before you move on to the next phrase.before you move on to the next phrase.    
Don't worry, Don't worry, you don't have to do this for an entire showyou don't have to do this for an entire show as that as that
would be exhausting! You could just start by doing this in thewould be exhausting! You could just start by doing this in the
first minute of the programme.first minute of the programme.    Or even less - whatever works forOr even less - whatever works for
you.you.    Again, Again, committing to something small on a regular basiscommitting to something small on a regular basis
will really helpwill really help..  

Top tip - don’t record too much - comparing and contrasting is muchTop tip - don’t record too much - comparing and contrasting is much
easier if you only easier if you only have 30 seconds - 1 minute of speech to comparehave 30 seconds - 1 minute of speech to compare..  
Also note that the stress and intonation in these talks will be a littleAlso note that the stress and intonation in these talks will be a little
different to a meeting or conversation, but you will still hear somedifferent to a meeting or conversation, but you will still hear some
examples of connected speech.examples of connected speech.    

Listen to the first 30 seconds - 1 minute of the talk.Listen to the first 30 seconds - 1 minute of the talk.  

Record yourself using the transcript.Record yourself using the transcript.  

Then listen to yourself and compare to the speaker.Then listen to yourself and compare to the speaker.  

TED talks are great because they have speakers of English fromTED talks are great because they have speakers of English from
all over the world, plus the talks have the transcripts which canall over the world, plus the talks have the transcripts which can
be very useful.be very useful.    In addition, there is a huge variety of topics, so youIn addition, there is a huge variety of topics, so you
will be sure to find something that relates to your work, studies orwill be sure to find something that relates to your work, studies or
hobbies. Find a TED talk at ted.com with the transcript.hobbies. Find a TED talk at ted.com with the transcript.    

Recording and listening to yourself is great, but it can beRecording and listening to yourself is great, but it can be
useful to have something to compare it to.useful to have something to compare it to.

Record and CompareRecord and Compare    Tip 3Tip 3

How to do this in three easy stepsHow to do this in three easy steps



Find a song in English that you love and it can help you to work onFind a song in English that you love and it can help you to work on
your pronunciation too! You don’t have to be able to sing well to doyour pronunciation too! You don’t have to be able to sing well to do
this.this.
The most important thing is that you enjoy the music you singThe most important thing is that you enjoy the music you sing
along to, but if you are looking for suggestions, along to, but if you are looking for suggestions, Oasis are quite goodOasis are quite good
for natural rhythmfor natural rhythm. (Bonus points for being from Manchester, like. (Bonus points for being from Manchester, like
Red Brick!) If you would like to compare accents, why not try BlurRed Brick!) If you would like to compare accents, why not try Blur
who are from the south of England ( I am showing my age here!)who are from the south of England ( I am showing my age here!)

OK, this tip will not be for everyone, but I love singing everyday, so IOK, this tip will not be for everyone, but I love singing everyday, so I
can’t not mention this. I can sing songs in French, German andcan’t not mention this. I can sing songs in French, German and
Welsh, but I can’t really speak any of those languages. My friendWelsh, but I can’t really speak any of those languages. My friend
who is a French teacher thought I was fluent in French because Iwho is a French teacher thought I was fluent in French because I
was singing along to a French song!was singing along to a French song!  

Sing!Sing!Tip 5

Tip 6 Learn the phonemesLearn the phonemes

It's not crucial to understand the IPA alphabet to masterIt's not crucial to understand the IPA alphabet to master
pronunciation, but if sounds linked to phoneme symbols help you,pronunciation, but if sounds linked to phoneme symbols help you,
use it!use it!  

You can use the interactive IPA chart at Cambridge English OnlineYou can use the interactive IPA chart at Cambridge English Online
which gives examples of sounds and words containing that sound.which gives examples of sounds and words containing that sound.  

A way to use this could be to spell out your name using theA way to use this could be to spell out your name using the
phonemes or trying to spell other common names. There might bephonemes or trying to spell other common names. There might be
a different number of phonemes to letters. My name spelt ina different number of phonemes to letters. My name spelt in
phonemes is /ˈluːsiː/ which is made up of 4 phonemes and letters.phonemes is /ˈluːsiː/ which is made up of 4 phonemes and letters.
The other half of Red Brick is Bernie and her name is also only speltThe other half of Red Brick is Bernie and her name is also only spelt
with 4 phonemes /ˈbɜːniː/ !with 4 phonemes /ˈbɜːniː/ !  

For certain types of learners, this works really well, but if thisFor certain types of learners, this works really well, but if this
stresses you out, don't worry! You can still master pronunciationstresses you out, don't worry! You can still master pronunciation
too!too!



Tip 7Be proud of your soundBe proud of your sound
A while ago, many teachers worked on drasticallyA while ago, many teachers worked on drastically
reducing accents and there are still resources out therereducing accents and there are still resources out there
that encourage you to choose your accent - US or UK.that encourage you to choose your accent - US or UK.
English is now a global language with many wonderfulEnglish is now a global language with many wonderful
accents, so be proud of your accent and where you’reaccents, so be proud of your accent and where you’re
from and focus your time instead on studying individualfrom and focus your time instead on studying individual
features of connected speech and pronunciation.features of connected speech and pronunciation.  

I hope these tips give you some ideas to focus on in yourI hope these tips give you some ideas to focus on in your
pronunciation journey.pronunciation journey.  

Tip 7

Stay tuned!Stay tuned!  
Watch out for my video guide to pronunciation comingWatch out for my video guide to pronunciation coming

soon!soon!  
Containing some examples and more practice for you.Containing some examples and more practice for you.  


